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Abstract

the world and is a subject of frequent updates
The
database
extension
and database mtenslon
may be
linked m two different ways In the classic approach
based on Closed World Assumptzon ill]

We study here automated deductlon m databases
m the presence of various types of mference rules of
the form of Horn Clauses with
Skolem fun&Ions
These Inference rules are typlcal
for databases with
mcomplete mformatlon
We demonstrate
a number of
results related to processmg of conjunctive
queries for
different types of database mtenslons In particular,
we
show that when a database mtenslon 1s built from
mcluslon
dependencies
and
view
cyclic
possibly
defimtlons
any conJunctlve query can be translated to
the an equivalent form which can be evaluated chrectly
over the database
extension
(dlsregardmg
Inference
rules)
We also demonstrate
that the complexity
of
query processmg slgmficantly
grows when we mix
rules
In
recurslve
with
information
incomplete
particular,
we demonstrate here that even the power of
least fixpomt extension of first order logic may be not
m the presence of
suffiicient
to process queries
mcomplete
data and recursive
rules
The same 1s
demonstrated
m case disJunctlve mformatlon
1s allowed
m the database

the database extemnon 1s vieued as a model and
has to satisfy the formulas of database intension
It IS
easy to see that m this case the database intension IS
Irrelevant from the point of view of query processmg we will say It 1s passwe In the second approach which
IS related to the Open World Assumpt,on
we only
require the database extension to be consistent with
database IntensIon
This pomt of view 1s frequently
adopted m deductive databases In this approach the
database
intension
becomes active, relevant
to the
query processmg and the formulas
of the database
intension are frequently
called mference rules (On the
contrary to mtegrlty constramts m the previous case)
In this paper we are gomg to adopt the second
point of view and will be Interested
m the query
processing
under these circumstances
This area IS
currently
a subJect
of vigorous
research
( 141)
However
most of the papers deal with the case of
complete mformation
and database mtenslons m the
form of Horn clauses without
functions
We are not
aware of any study of query processmg m deductive
databases
with
incomplete
mformation
possibly
involving
Horn
Clauses u&h Skolem functaons
as
inference rules
Such sltuatlons
occur frequently
m
practice for example when

1 Introduction
From the pomt of view of logic the database state
can be vIewed as a collectlon of formulas belongmg to
and
database
eztenston
classes - database
two
lntensaon
The database mtenslon corresponds to time
mvarlant propertIes of database and usually consists of
mtegrlty constramts and view defimtlons
The database
extemnon reflects the current state of knowledge about
%&search
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Inclusion
rules

Dependencies

become

2 When updates on Views are allowed even
when translations
of these updates
are not
currently known

of

3 In general, when mcomplete
to enter the database

data 1s allowed

We wdl demonstrate
that all of these situations
lead to the occurrence of Horn clauses with Skolem
functions m the database mtensions and m consequence
to the mcomplete mformatlon m the database
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In thrs paper we ~111 In\ estlgate the query processing
m such incomplete mformatmn
deductive databases In
particular
we ~111 be Interested m the complexity
of
query processmg m this circumstances
What happens
to the complexity
of query processmg when updates on
certain famlhes of views are allowed?

quer)
This can be done onI) b\ apphcdtlon
of the
mcluslon dependent) between S and R as the inference
rule
Example

How the difficulty
of query processmg grows when
we allow recursive Horn clauses with Skolem functions
or Non Horn rules representing disjunctive
information
7
These are the typical
questions
we will
be
mvestigatmg
here m this paper
Example

1 [Data

Dependencies

Let our database
relations

as Inference

scheme consists

on Views]

Let us assume now that
a form

our database

R[Suppher,
ProJect,
CItYI
ProJect,], E[Employee, Department]

Rules]

scheme has

7 W[Department,

Additionally
let us assume that
views defined m the following way

there

are

four

of the followmg

vl = %ppller,P*cl,cct(R)

R[Student,

Teacher,

Class, Department]

S[Student,

Teacher,

ProJectI

U[ProJect,

Lab, Student]

W[ProJect,

Teacher,

P[Teacher,

Class, Room]

Budget]

dependencies

V*

=

“Prqect,

c,ty(R)

‘3

=

“Department,

‘4

=

“Employee,

SuppdRH
Project(Ww

w,
E,

These view defimtlons
correspond
defined
by means
of existential
conJunctIon
For example the definition
corresponds to the following formula

Where R has the meamng “Student
attends the
class given by the teacher m the department”,
S
means that a student
1s taking a proJect with a
teacher, U - ProJect IS beemg done m m the lab by a
student, W- proJect 1s offered by a teacher with some
budget and finally P- a teacher 1s giving a class m the
room
Let the mclusion

2 [Updates

In this way each view can be represented as the
formula
defining
a new predicate
This formula
IS
going to be a part of the database intension
The
requirement
that the database extension satisfy this
view definitions
all the time (I e they become paalve)
entermg
the
reqmres that m fact all mformatlon
database 1s complete (I e all translations
are known)
It seems to be a pretty unreahstlc
requirement
We
may replace it by requiring
only that the database
extension be consistent with view defimtlons
meamng
that we may accept msertlons of new facts mto the
view predicates (so called updates on views) without
necessarily knowing the “translations”
( [2]) of them
on the level of base predicates
From the point of view
of logic view updates are simply updates which are
nonatomic
formulas
possibly
leading
to mcomplete
data For example we may enter a new “fact” m the
form
of the tuple
<Smith,
Databases>
mto the
predicate
V, meaning that we know that Smith 1s
associated with a Database proJect even If at the given
moment we do not know m which department
Smith
works
This means that we can accept the database
extensions which do not satisfy the database mtenslon
formulas (m this case view defimtions)
although they
are still consistent with them (Indeed, m case of our
update the defimtlon
of the view V, will not be

have the form

S[Student,

Teacher]cR[Student,

P[Teacher,

Class]cR[Teacher,

U[Student,

ProJect]cS[Student,

ProJectI

W[ProJect,

Teacher]cS[ProJect,

Teacher]

to the formulas
quantifier
and
of the view V,

Teacher]
Class]

inclusion
Notice now how, in our interpretation
dependencies
become relevant
m query
processmg
Suppose for example that an update to relation S has
been made and a new tuple (s,t,p) has been inserted
to S Since the correspondmg
mcluslon dependency
does not have to be satisfied we do not necessarily
have the pair (s,t) represented m the table R If the
query asks about the proJection of the predicate R on
the attributes
“Student”
and ‘Teacher3 then this tuple
(s,t) from S has to be included m the answer for this
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satisfied
smce xe
do not have a correspondmg
department
m the relation
W) hotice therefore that
making a view defimtlon
or inference rule active IS
simply eqmvalent
to making this view “updatable”
while makmg It passive 1s equivalent
to rejection of
updates on this view (unless proper translation
1s
known)

The\
gl\e
us a prehrmnar)
understood
( ,141)
mdlcatlon
as how “hard n the query becomes because
of the influence of database mtenaon
In this way
complexity
analysis can be extended for nonatomlc,
logical databases
In this paper we will focus on the expressMity
questions
of the conJunctive
queries m presence of
various
families
of data
dependencies
and
view
definitions

View defimtlons together with a remammg part of
database mtension will influence the process of query
answermg For example if m our database we have the
query “Give me all employees who work for some
departments”
- the answer
should
include
Smith
although he IS not necessarily represented m the table
E This mformation
will be derived from database
intension which plays the role of Inference rules rather
than Integrity constremts m this case

1 1 Query

Before
proceeding
examples
of situations
inference rules arise
Example
functions)

We will be interested m extending here the two
phase approach
for query processmg introduced
by
R Relter m [12] Given a query Q and the database
mtenslon C we will be interested m translating
Q to
some other form QC which can be evaluated directly
on the database extension disregarding the formulas of
database mtenslon
As stated m [12] such approach
has a number of advantages, the chief one beemg the
avoidance of costly backtracking
m the second phase of
query processmg (which
IS done by the relational
algebra +smce the database
extension
1s relational)
Besides, the Size of the translation
Qc 1s a good
measure of complexity
of query evaluation
Finally,
smce the extension of the database IS a subJect of
frequent updates , while mtenslon IS not, the isolation
of’the invariant
portion of query evaluation”
m a form
of Q= 1s helpful when Q 1s a view definition
question IS whether
If not whether
It

(Horn

Clauses

without

Skolem

If the set of Horn clauses IS nonrecursIve
we
obtain a situation which was previously considered by
Reiter
This IS a very simple case when for any
conJunctive query Q it’s translation
will be a union of
expressions built from proJections and Jams If the set
of rules 1s recursive
then no such a first
order
general
definable
translation
exist
in
and
the
correspondmg
expression 1s a so called least fixpomt
expression [l]

Processing

A natural
definable
and
definable?

3

further
let us give a few
m which different
types of

Example

4

In the database

from example

1 the query

Q= +)
will

asking about all students
be translated to the form

who

take

some classes

QC= ~~J~~WJ+V

QC IS first order
IS least fixpomt

Indeed, since the mcluslon dependencies play the
role of inference
rules here we may enter some
students mto the tables S and W without
necessarily
mtroducmg them mto the table R The membership of
these students
m the answer for the query IS a
consequence of apphcatlon of inference rules (which are
mcluslon dependencies m this case)

If It 1s first order definable, then the size of QC
does not depend on the size of database, 1 e the
number of Jam (or union) operations to be performed
over the database state m the second phase IS not a
function
of the Size of database extension
On the
other hand, If QC 1s not first order definable then it
1s at best “recursiven
1 e similar to the least fixed
pomt queries which require lteratlve
computation
of
the same expression over the database a number of
times which m general IS of the order of database size
We ~111 also demonstrate
results demonstratmg
when
even such recursive translation
1s not possible
This
have
clear
complexity
questions
expresslbdlty
Imphcatlons
Both data and expression complexity
of
least fixpomt
queries and first order queries are well

example

the
second
Similarly,
in
Definitions)
let our query be
Q= I Employee,

Suppl~er(~

w w DI E)

It IS easy to see that
the form

QC= Q ”
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“Employee,

(View

the required

~u~~lwr(~,~

R,

translation

has

onl\ If parts of \le~ definltlons
pla\ In this process
lotlce
for example the role of the ’ onlv of’ part of
the defimtlon
of the vleu V, m the example 2 If a
new tuple 1s inserted into the predicate V, then the
provides
an
“only
of”
part
of
V,
defimtlon
“mcomplete”
translation
of this update

lntirrd
ruples from the extension of the vleu L4
must be taken under conslderatlon
m the processmg of
the querb Despite the fact that we may not have
proper translations
of these updates on the basic
scheme level they Influence the answer for the query
(It does not matter
for the query what
1s the
department
of the given employee so, mtultlvely,
It
does not matter when it 1s unknown)

The paper IS organized as follows
In the second
sectlon we introduce
the basic notlons, in the third
sectlon we study processmg of conJunctlve queries when
the
database
mtenslon
1s built
from
so called
pseudorecursive
Horn clauses which include mcluslon
dependencies and maJor types of view defimtlons
We
demonstrate the proper translation
procedures for these
cases We also present negative
results related to
complexity
of query processmg m the presence of
mcluslon
dependencies
and
template
dependencies
Finally,
m the last section we deal with the problem
of translatability
of conJunctlve
queries when the
database mtenslon 1s built from non-Horn clauses

Notice that m both cases above the translations
of
the queries are first
order definable
and can be
evaluated directly over the extensions of the database
predicates disregarding
totally
the database mtenslons
(In the first case mcluslon dependenues, m the second
case view defimtlons)
I

12

Our Approach
- the alternative
treatment
for processing
mcomplete
mformatlon
and
updates
on views

2 Basic

The two
phase translation
approach
has an
Important
advantage
over
the standard
way
of
representmg
incomplete
mformatlon
m databases by
means of null values It IS reasonable to assume that
the only way the mcomplete mformatlon
may enter
the database system 1s through the updates on views
Under this assumption,
instead of mtroducmg
null
values on the level of database extension it 1s much
easier to Introduce the proper view defimtlon formulas
they
are
predefined
by
the
database
( smce
admuustrator)
as inference rules of database mtenslon
and keep the database
extension
as the ordmary
relatronal
database
( the database
extension
will
consist
now
the
database
predicates
and
view
predlcates)3)
In the process of query answermg we
have only to produce proper translation
of the query
(as m the above examples) and evaluate It as the
relational
algebra
expresslon
over
the
database
extension m the well known way It IS simple and
natural on the contrary
to space consuming ways of
stormg the tuples with null values and necessity of
extendmg relational
algebra operations to work on the
tables with null entries allowed ( [S])

Notions

We ~111 assume that the reader IS famlhar with
basic notlons of relatlonal
database theory [13]
We
~111 alternatively
use here a notlon
of relatlonal
algebra and relational
calculus
We will assume that
the database state 1s a collection
of posltlve atomic
formulas (tuples m relations)’
which form the database
extension and nonatomlc
closed formulas forming the
database mtenslon - set of integrity
constraints
and
view
definltlons
Any
loglcal
theory
can
be
represented m this way since we can always Introduce
addltronal
predicates
to the language
as well as
correspondmg
defimtlons
(formulas)
That IS for any
nonatomlc
formula F(a) we may Introduce addltronal
predicate V and add V(a) to the database extension
with
the
simultaneous
addltlon
of
the
axiom
(defmltlon)
v(x)~F(x)
to the database mtenslon
In
the context
of databases It pays to have such a
transformation
smce we usually have a large number
of mstantlatrons
of the same open formula
The
formulas of database mtenslon usually come from two
classes
- data dependencies

Our
approach
provides
also
an
alternative
treatment of updates on views Instead of looking for
the complete
translations
of updates on views we
simply accept tKem as incomplete data and mcorporate
this mformatlon
into the query m the translation
process Let us point out here the important
role the

3

As

we show

the database
atomtc

to

m the next wctmn
n~h
a form that

it u always
the databaw

poaarble
extensron

- view defimtlons
Data dependencies
are essentially
Horn clauses
(lmphcatlonal
dependencies)
or Horn clauses of the
predicate
calculus
with
equahty,
called
functlonal
dependencies
All Horn clauses m database mtenslons

to compde
~111 be

4

(relattonal
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no ncgatwcfacta

In the pdper
we \1111 adopt
the folIowIng
convention
predicates ~111 be denoted by small letters
like p q, w, v and their correspondmg
extensions (
relations
m the database which correspond
to all
mstantlatlons
satisfying
the predicate
m the current
state of the world) by correspondmg capital letters P,
Q, W, V
WP also will
drop parenthesis
after
predicates and commas between variable
names For
example we will write px,x,x,
instead of p(x,, x2, xs)
The same convention
~111 be apphed to function
symbols

v-111 have exact11 one posltl\e
hterdl (I e we do not
consider clauses with no posltlve hterals)
By database mtenslon we mean
formulas called database dependencies
( [13]) IS a first order sentence

a collection
of
A dependency

Vx, xm (A,A A A,) + 3y, 3yr (B,A r\BII) where
each A, 1s atomic formula of the form Pz, zd (where
P 1s the name of a d-ary relation and where the 2,‘s
are mdlvldual variables
If each of the formulas B, on
the right hand side 1s atomic formula then we call the
dependency a tuple generatmg
dependency If all of
these formulas
are equahtles
then
we call
the
dependency an equality-generating
dependency

We will always assume that a database extension
(denoted
by DB)
1s consistent
with
a database
intension
This
1s a weaker
requirement
than
satisfaction
and
It
follows
from
Open
World
Assumption
assumed here
Formulas
of mtenslon
simply play a role of (may be incomplete)
inference
rules
For example, mcluslon dependencies m our
approach do not have to be satisfied by a database
extension,
a database state can be always “closed”
under mcluslon dependencies deriving often mcomplete
data which can be added to a database extension by
means of tuples with null values

mcluslon
dependencies
are another
important
subclass of data dependencies denoted by R[X] c S[Y]
where R and S are relation names and X and Y are
attribute
sets This statement represents the relation

rx(R) = 4s)
It 1s easy to see that mcluslon dependencies are m
For example R[A] c S[B],
fact data dependencies
where R and S are binary relations over attributes
C
and A and B and D respectively m the above notation
can be expressed as

with

or after skolemlzatlon
skolem functions

as the followmg

We assume also that
resolution [9]

a reader IS familiar

with

the

Our queries ~111 come from
sublanguages
of
sublanguage
of conlunctlve
predicate
calculus, e g
guerles
(built
only
from
exlstentlal
quantifier,
conJunctlon and hmlted form of selection)

Horn clause

Given a set C constltutmg
the database mtenslon,
and a query Q we ~111 be interested m translatzon of
Q mto QC such that for any extension DB
DB u C C Q(x)

Iff DB k Q’(x)

where f 1s a skolem function
If QC 1s first order formula we will talk about
first order translatablhty
of Q under C, If Q’ls a least
fixpomt query ( [l], [3]) then we ~111 talk about least
fixpomt translatability

mean
data
template
dependencies
we
quantifiers
and
existential
wlthout
dependencies
Template
dependencies form a
equahty
predicates
generahzatlon
of multlvalued
and jom dependencies
1131 The database mtenslon language denoted by L,
are allowed
as part
of
which
formulas
describes
intension
BY

Given
a query language
Lg and a database
mtenslon language L, we ~111 say that Lg 1s first order
translatable
modulo L, lff

View
defimtlons
have
the
form
of logical
equivalences of a view predicate and the formula built
They
from extstentlal
quantifiers
and conJunctlons
can be represented alternatlvely
as a collection of Horn
with
Skolem
functions
(correspondmg
to
clauses
By n-Horn clauses we mean
existential
quantifier)
inclusion
For example
n hterals
clauses with
(with
Skolem
clauses
a-Horn
dependencies
are
functions)

For any finite
there exists a (first

set CCL, and for any query
order)

translation

QgLp

QC

In an analogous way we could talk about least
fixed pomt definablhty
dependmg of course on the
query language under conslderatlon
We may consider
two different
languages. pure least fixpomt
queries which are extension of relational
algebra simply by
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11 1s east to see that an) set of P&rules can be
transformed
to a set of 2-Horn clauses with Skolem
functions
Moreover
such a set have important
property

leak fixpomt
exprewons
of the form Ifpg(R) = the
smallest fixpomt
of g contammg R Nhlch cannot be
the arguments of any other expresslons and full least
fixpomt
extension m which least fixpomt
expresslons
can be arguments for the other relatlonal operators
In
this paper we will use least fixpomt definability
m the
sense of pure least fixpomt extension defined above

3 Horn Clauses with Skolem
Conpnctlve
Queries

Functions

Proposrtlon

Let the set of 2-Horn clauses C correspond to the
set of PJ-rules
If any Skolem function occurs m two
clauses cl and c2 then they must share the same
negative literal

and

Proof

As we have said before, sltuatlons when database
mtenslon 1s a collection of Horn Clauses with Skolem
functions are frequent m practice
They arise m the
context
of mcluslon dependencies (which are a-Horn
clauses with skolem functions),
even more importantly
they also arlse when we allow
database
updates
views
defined
by
ProJectlon
and
Join
through
Therefore,
they
baslcally
capture
all
types
of
mcomplete data we would like to represent
Let us now more precisely
are gomg to deal with

31 PJ-rules

and

define

pseudorecurslve

the formulas

Horn

The only way two clauses may share the same
Skolem functions 1s when they correspond to the same
PJ-rule (different “parts” of it) I
More
importantly
PJ-rules
correspond
to the
“Only
h
parts of view defimtlons
using only the
existential
quantifier
and conJunction
(or proJectlon
and Join)
This 1s why they are called PJ-rules
(ProJection-Join
rules)

we

Therefore
the
PJ-rules
capture
the mcluslon
dependencies and the “only P parts of maJor view
defimtlons
This will turn out to be a particularly
important
property - since the “only if’ parts of view
definitions
play the maJor role m the updates on
views

clauses

We are going to define here the class of formulas
which comprise both mcluslon dependencies and major
class of view defimtlons defined by means of proJectIon
and Jam

In this section we are interested m the database
intensions
corresponding
to
nonrecurslve
view
definitions
and possibly recursive
(cychc) famlhes of
mclusron dependencies

Defimtlon
A formula 1s called a ProJectIon-Jam
- PJ-rule) lff It 1s of the form

1

Rule (shortly

Definition

qx, xJ3(z,2,)a(% &I 3
%bm,l’
Ym,k,))
(Pl(Yl,l~h,klb

The set of Horn Clauses (possibly with Skolem
functions) 1s called pseudorecurslve
lff m its connection
graph there are no cycles m which the n-Horn clauses
with n>3 would partlclpate

where y,, 1s either one of x-variables or one of zvariables
In other words the variables on the right
hand side of lmphcatlon
either occur on the left hand
side of the lmphcatlon
and therefore are umversally
quantified
The
are
existentially
quantified
or
important
restrlctlon
1s that variables on the left hand
side of the lmphcatlon
are umversally
quantified
PJrules can be vlewed as these data dependencies which
have only one occurrence of the hteral on the left
hand side of the lmphcatlon
I

In other words pseudorecurslve
set of formulas
allows recursIon (or cycles) but only on 2-Horn clauses
For example
cychc mcluslon
dependencies
form a
perfect example of a pseudorecurslve
set
It is also
easy to see that any set of mcluslon dependencies and
nonrecursive
view definitions
1s a pseudorecurslve
set
(Only cycles are between mcluslon dependencies)
In
fact we can transform such a database mtenslon to the
form
which
will
contam
only
PJ-rules
(mcluslon
dependencies
and
the
“only
d
of view
parts
definitions)
and Horn clauses wlthout
functions
(the
“f
parts of view defimtlons)

It 1s easy to see that PJ-rules are generahzatlons
Indeed, we obtam mcluslon
of mcluslon dependencies
dependencies when we simply hmlt ourselves to one
occurrence of the predicate on the right hand side (1 e
m=l))

We are going to demonstrate
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now the first

of the

mam results of the paper Me dtmonstrate
that eben
when PJ-rule part of database mtenslon IS “recurSlven
the conjunctive
queries
have first
order definable
translatmns
The above theorem will be followed by
the
translation
procedure
for
conjunctive
queries
modulo the pseudorecurslve formulas
Theorem

therefore ( as In case of posItlie literal ~1 the clause)
a clause ulth Skolem functions could not be resolved
\hlth atomic formulas
m the database and therefore
would not contribute
to the subquery of Qc
It does
not mean of course that
such a clause cannot
contribute
m the process of resolution
since It may
simply be further
resolved and lead to a relational
node It only means that it cannot be a “terrnmal’
clause which can be resolved directly with the formulas
of database extension

1

ConJunctlve
queries are
module pseudorecurslve rules

first

order

translatable

Relational
clauses
correspond
naturally
relational algebra expressions m the followmg way

Before
proving
the
theorem
(which
41
be
constructive
Since it will also show a procedure of
generation
of a translation
of a query)
we will
demonstrate
a translation
procedure
m case when
breadth first resolution
tree for -Q and the database
intension
(no database extension)
1s finite
What we
have to do m order to compute a translation
1s to
keep resolvmg a negated query predicate with clauses
of a database mtenslon until we eventually
reach a
finite failure (only clauses from the database mtenslon
will participate)
Generally
speaking some of clauses
obtained m this way will correspond to subqueries of
QC (the translation
QC will
be a union of the
relational
expressions
correspondmg
to
these
subquerIes)
The special nodes of the resolution
tree
which
correspond
to relational
algebra
expressions
(subqueries of QC are called Relational &
and are
characterized
as follows
1 They consists of only negative

Given a relational
node n satisfying
the above
criteria
and given the set of variables
V(c) of the
clause c of n which are substituted
for free variables
of Q we have the following
relational
algebra
expression correspondmg to n

E(n) = ~v~,l(W)
where
E(c)
IS a relational
algebra
expression
correspondmg
to clause c
Tlus can be obtamed by
first
negating
c and then generating
a relational
algebra expression corresponclmg
to -c m the well
known way (see 1131)
Finally,
the translation
of the query Q, QE will
be obtained
as the union
of relational
algebra
expressions correspondmg to the relational nodes

hterals

Now
theorem

2 The
correspondmg
substitution
(the
composition
of
most
general
unifiers
generated m the process of generation
of
this
node)
does not
substitute
Skolem
functions (or constants) for free variables m
the query
3 There are no Skolem functions

to

we

can

come

Proof of the theorem

back

to

the

proof

of

our

1

We will prove out theorem only for the case when
the database intension 1s built purely from PJ-rules
The generalization
for the arbitrary
pseudorecursive set
of rules 1s immediate
- indeed it 1s sufficient
to
consider addltlonally
nonrecurSive Horn clauses without
functions

m the clause

IntentIonally,
the relational
node corresponds to
the nonempty subquery of the translation
QC Indeed,
a relational
node may be successfully resolved further
directly with atomic formulas of database extension
If
any of the hterals m the clause would be positive no
such successful resolution
could be performed
Since
there are no negative hterals m the database extension
(this IS our assumption m this paper) The requirement
about the lack of Skolem functions substitutions
comes
from the fact that we do not want Skolem functions
m the answer for the query (1 e when they are
substituted
for free variables of the query)
Finally,
we do not want Skolem functions
to occur m the
relational
nodes because they cannot
be resolved
further
with the constants
m the database
Again

We will construct a resolution tree as above, the
only problem 1s that it may be and m general It will
be mfimte (lf there are cychc mcluslon dependencies)
We wdl demonstrate however that only finite part of
this tree 1s relevant from the point of view of each
mdlvidual query This will be done by demonstrating
a
proper “termination”
condition which ~111 specify when
no further extension of a resolution tree will lead to a
generation of new relational nodes
We will deal with three types of nodes Relational
nodes, Nonrelational
nodes with Skolem functions and
Nonrelatlonal
nodes with Skolem substitutions
for free
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\arlables
m the quer\ (ds It 1s eas\ to see there a111
be no nodes with
posltlve
hterals
besldes orlgmal
clauses of database mtenslon)
First of all It 1s easy to
see that we may simply disregard the nodes of the last
category
Indeed neither them nor any nodes (clauses)
which can be generated from them will be relatlonal
nodes smce once a Skolem function
substltutlon
has
been made for a free variable of the query Q we have
no chance to reverse It Hence, the nodes of the last
category can be simply pruned

u hlc It would
hdve the same predicate
p as the
negdtl\e
predicate
we fad and the node n can be
pruned because no chance of generating a relatlonal
node from It exists
Otherwise,
the next resolution
steps are made which possibly
may result m the
mtroductlon
of new Skolem terms mto the other
hterals In all cases however the same predicate p ~111
be imported
and all introduced
Skolem terms will
depend
on variables
occurring
m the
imported
predicate p If the original query consists of n hterals,
then after at most n-l resolution steps we ~111 either
get rid of all Skolem functions
introduced
m the
consequence of the first resolution step or we ~111 fall
because of the negative occur check
Indeed, this
would
happen when the attempt
to substitute
a
Skolem term m the imported
predicate were made
Since all Skolem terms depend on all variables m p
such an attempt would be equivalent
to substituting
for a variable a term containing an occurrence of this
variable
Therefore
our procedure ~111 either fall or
succeed m at most n-l resolutions
It may succeed
earher if we get rid of all Skolem functions earlier In
the positive case - a proper relational
node will be
generated
In the negative case our original node ~111
be pruned In case of several connected components of
Q we have to consider each of the connected
components separately ( by trying to get rid of Skolem
terms component after component) I

The bigger problem 1s due to the second category
of nodes - nodes with Skolem functions occurring m
them
Although
such nodes are not relational
they
may contribute
to the future
generatlon
(through
Therefore, they cannot
resolution)
of relational
nodes
simply be pruned, at least before decldmg whether
such relational
nodes may be produced m the subtree
The relevant
questlon 1s
rooted m such a node
therefore
whether
we can perform
such a test of
“usefulness”
of such node m some bounded time The
followmg lemma mdlcates that this IS m fact the case
Lemma
1 Given
a resolution
tree
of the
conJunctlve query and set of clauses correspondmg
to
It 1s decidable whether a nonrelatlonal
node
PJ-rules
with Skolem functions IS a root of a resolution subtree
contammg relational nodes

Now, let us discuss relational

Proof

nodes

We will say that two relational
nodes n1 =
CC,@,> and n2 = <c,,8,>
are equivalent lff there 1s
an lsomorphlsm 1 from the set of variables occurring m
c1 to a set of variables of c2 such that

Wlthout
loss of generahty
let us assume that a
clause correspondmg
to the negation of the query 1s
built from one connected component ( each clause can
be viewed as a graph m which each node corresponds
to an mdlvldual
hteral of the clause and two hterals
are connected
directly
If they share a common
We will partition
variables m the query
variable)
clause mto free and bounded accordmg to the way It
The only way Skolem
IS stated m the query
functions
may occur m the clause IS when as the
result of resolution
of the original query clause with
one of the clauses of the orlgmal PJ-rule mtenslon a
Skolem function IS substituted
for a bounded variable
x m -Q Let n be a node resultmg m such resolution
step Let p be a predicate
name imported
to the
clause of this node by this resolution step Let 1, 1,
be all the other hterals m the clause of this node
contammg occurrences of variable x In the result of
above resolutloti step each of these hterals ~111 contam
an occurrence of a Skolem term Each of 1, , l=l,
k
must be now resolved upon, smce we want to get rid
of Skolem functions
In each case It must be the same
predicate p as before which ~111 be Imported to the
This directly
follows
clause as result of resolution
1 In our case all of the hterals
from the proposltlon
1, 1, contam the same Skolem terms as the one which
was introduced
In case we cannot find proper clauses

c2

0,

where 1 1s naturally

extended

=

lcl

=

1e,

over clauses

It 1s easy to see that two relational
nz are equivalent
Iff they correspond
subquery

nodes n1 and
to the same

of QC

We now have to notlce an Important
property of
a resolution tree for l-Horn
clauses, namely that the
size of each clause m this tree IS bounded by the
number of hterals m Q It follows easily from the
examination of resolution
Therefore, there 1s only a fimte number of possible
nonequivalent
relatlonal nodes m the tree which can be
generated
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Zloreo\ er
the
node
equlbalence
preserved by a resolution step 1 e
n, P n2 + r(nl)

relatmn

1s
new relatlonal
node IS not subsumed
b\ some other node, If It 1s do not
expand
this node by budding
the
correspondmg
relatIona
algebra
expresslon
Otherwise
apply resolution
agam (If possible) to this new node
and repeat the above procedure

H r(nz) where

r 1s a resolution step (by resolving a clause c(nl)
with
any other clause) From this we lmmechately
conclude
that
If a node IS generated
which
1s
equivalent
to a node wtuch has been already produced
this node need not have to be further expanded ( by
resolvmg It further) smce no new queries are going to
This can be called a quast fanate farlure
be generated
and lt guarantees
a termination
for generation
of
relational
nodes Tins together
with
our lemma 1
guarantee that after finite number of resolution steps a
query QE can be generated proving our theorem The
expression
QE IS formed as the union of relational
expressions
correspondmg
to relational
nodes of the
tree

b

I

Our procedure obviously terminates by Theorem 1
Since there IS only a finite number of nonequivalent
relational nodes which can be generated

Notice that the size of QE depends both on the
number of hterals m Q and on the structure
of E
(However
It does not depend on the size of the
database extension)
In general the length of the query
QE will depend exponentially
on the length of the
original query Q In the worst case the length of QE
will also be the exponential function of the Size of the
database intension (but not of the database extension)
Notice
also
that,
as we
pointed
out
before,
mtroductlon
of nonrecursive
Horn clauses does not
change the “fimtness”
property of our resolution tree,
hence the theorem easily follows If we add arbitrary
nonrecurslve set of formulas to the set of PJ-rules

Remark
Tins IS perhaps a good moment to interpret
our
result m some wider context
Regardless of whether
the expression QE 1s actually going to be constructed
explicitly
or If we simply run a resolution
theorem
prover to the end (1 e representing database extension
m the form of atonuc
formulas)
our termination
conditions
are useful In the latter case, when we do
not construct
QE explicitly,
they simply
become
termination
conditions for resolution

We will now sketch a procedure for generating QE
redundant
include
elimination
of
which
would
subqueries
Procedure

for Generating

If the generated node 1s not relational
and a corresponding
substitution
IS
substituting
a Skolem constant for a
free variable of the query - prune this
node Otherwise, if the node consist of
occurrences
of
Skolem
constants
perform
a test as the described by
lemma 1 If the test 1s negative prune
this node, otherwise generate a proper
relational node and go to (a)

Finally
let us point out that Klug and Johnson
( [8]) were
considering
interaction
of conJunctlve
queries and mclusion dependencies They were however
interested
m the different
problem,
namely m the
optrmxratron
of conJunctlve
queries module mcluston
dependencies while we are interested m the transfatron
of conJunctlve
queries modulo database intensions m
such a way that the database mtenslon
may be
disregarded
We also consider here a wider family of
formulas
(possibly
cychc PJ-rules
and nonrecursive
Horn clauses)

QE

1 Build
the Breadth
first
SLD
tree by
resolvmg -Q with the elements of the set E
2 Generate a new clause by resolvmg the goal
(query predicate) with the clause from E
3

Example
a

If the generated node 1s relatIona
then
0
check If the node - <clause,
substltutlon>
1s equivalent
to a node
If so terminate
already
generated
this path and backtrack
to another
Check whether a
nonequlvalent
node

7

Let our database mtenslon have a form E = ID u
DEF, where ID 1s a set of mcluslon dependencies and
DEF 1s a set of view defimtlons
Let a database scheme have a form P[ABC],
S[DEF], W[GHI], R[KL] and let mcluslon dependencies
be
P[BC]
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E S[DE]

S EF
W,HI
S[D]

Notlce
cychc

y 11 GH
2 P AB]
c R<K

that

Fmally,
let
view defimtlon

the

set of mcluslon

DEF

part

consists

dependencies

of

the

step Zotlce that resolution of (8) v.lth (3) ~111 not be
useful (also 1s possible) smce m effect it will map a
skolem function
(hxzyzz,)
to the free variable of the
query (y’) (through the substltutlon
to z)
The only
other resolution which we can perform 1s (7) with (5)
(the resolution of (7) with (6) 1s possible but does not
lead to the relat&d
node’ irom the same reasons as
above)
Therefore we obtain the node (9) which has
the form

1s

followmg

(9)
substltutlon

(*I V[X,Y,Zl+-I $"S(X,Y,") A S(",W,Z)

{-v(x~Y~z,))
has the

and
form

8,

the
correspondmg
= w-q
YY+-Yq

“~lX,Y&)
Let our query Q be
Q(x,Y)

= M$

In this way we obtain the fimte failure (or quasi
fimte failure as we called before No more “useful”
resolutions with the formulas of database mtenslon can
be performed
What
IS left now 1s to take the
relational
nodes of the tree and transform them to the
relational algebra expressions

S(X,Y,U))

Smce the predicate v(x,y,z)
does not occur m Q
we can disregard the If-part of (*)
We will now
resolve the query predicate with the mdlvldual
clauses
of the database
which
have the followmg
form
(starting from the mcluslon dependencies)
(1) {-P(xYz)v

The correspondmg
expression QC
to mdlvldual
expressions correspondmg
above tree

IS a union of
nodes of the

s(yz,fxyz))
Q= = r,,,(S)

(2) {-s(xlYp,h

w(Ylzl,!3xlY,zl)~

(3) {-w(x~Y&,

p(yzzzhx,y2z2))

In a slmdar

” y&P)

” “1,sP)

way we can get that for a query

Q

(4) ~-s~~Y~z~)~rk3,kx3y3z3)~
(5) {-+,Y,Z,)7

4X~Y&,Y,ZJ)

QC = “1,2,603=$ws)

(6) {--v~~Y~zJ, s(~x~Y~z~,
mxSy5z5,z6))

I
Notice that all clauses m our proof are 2-Horn
The natural question which arises now IS whether we
can do anything about query answering m the general
context of n-Horn clauses with Skolem functions
The
answer for this questlon 1s important
d we want to
databases
with
general
deductive
consider
the
incomplete
mformatlon
with
possibly
recursive
view
defimtlons
(so far we have only restricted ourselves to
the nonrecursive
views)
We already
know that m
general, even wlthout Skolem functions the translations
of Q will not be first order definable but rather be
It turns out that
least fixpoint
queries (see e g [l]
mtroductlon
of Skolem constants will make even least
fixpomt definability
lmposslble

where the last two clauses correspond to the PJrule which 1s the “only of’ part of the view defimtlon
(Notice that a skolem function 1 occurs m both (5)
and (6)) We skipped the parenthesis when presenting
function symbols
The negation

of the query has the followmg

form

(7) {4&")
where the underlined
free variable m the query

with

variables

We can start our resolution
(1) to get the clause

correspond

to the

now by resolving

” ”

(7)

Theorem

2

ProJectIon queries
translatable
modulo
Skolem functions

(8) {-p(xyz))
with the substltutlon
9={
x’cy,
y’+z
u+fxyz}
correspondmg to the node generated by this resolution

In other
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words

(P-queries)
arbitrary

there

are not least fixpoint
Horn
clauses
with

exists a family

C of 3-Horn

Clauses (ahlch
1s not pseudorecurslbe)
*lth
Skolem
functions and a query Q such that Qc 1s not definable
even by least fixpomt queries

(1)q’-q
(11)q’+JWE))
Let our current database state has a form <U,B>,
where U IS an extension of u and extension of P IS
empty Such a database state may be a result of the
“massive”
view update of the predicate u, while the
extension of the “basic” database predicate IS empty
Such a database state obviously
does not satisfy the
formulas
of
the
database
mtenslon
(the
view
defmltlon),
but IS still consistent with them (which IS
what we require here) The answer for our query m
this case will have a form U’, where U’ IS the
smallest relation
as define by (1) and (11) Indeed,
formally the answer for our query can be expressed as
n{rJP)
P&at(C)
and I~,(P)IU}
This IS however

In our proof we ~111 use the result of Hull
[5] about nonspeclfiablhty
of proJectlons of template
Hull m [5] constructs
a famdy C of
dependencies
three template
dependencies
and demonstrates
that
there IS no iimte family C’ of template dependencies
such that
xx (Sat(Z))

= Sat@‘)

where X = {A,B,C,D}
IS a subset of the
attributes
of the relatlonal scheme p(A,B,C,D,E]
1s his set of rules which we ~111 denote by C
Example

equal to U’ Let
fixpomt
query T
possibly union such
least fixpomt
of T
however that

8 [5]

Let the rules have the followmg
1‘1

set of
Here

form

= P(a,b’,c’,d’,e),P(a,b,c,d,e’)+P(a,b,c,d,e)

=.JSat(Z))={U*
U}={U
T(U)=U}

us suppose that there 1s a least
bmlt
from proJection,
Jam and
that T(U’)=U’
and that U’ IS a
contammg
U This would mean

X IS the
=Sat(c’)

set

of

attributes

of

rz = P(a’,b,c’,d’,e),P(a,b,c,d,e’)-+P(a,b,c,d,e)
r3

where C’ IS a set of template dependencies (Horn
clauses) correspondmg
m a standard way (see [3] to
the least fixpomt
operator
T contrary
to the Hull’s
result

= P(a’,b’,c,d,e),P(a,b,c,d’,e)+P(a,b,c,d,e)

where a 3b ,,c d 3,e a’,b’,c’,d’,e’
are all variables
Let us
that
consider the proJection rABCD Hull demonstrated
the set of all relations which are the proJectlons on
ABCD of the relatlons satlsfymg this set of rules IS
not fmltely specifiable by a set of Horn clauses, that

We believe that our argument 1s still vahd even
when we allow arbitrary
monotone
expression built
from least fixpomt operators and monotone relational
algebra operations (1 e all operations but difference) as
possible translations
of our query Q Indeed, notice
that smce the extension of P 1s empty the hypothetical
translation
of Q would have to be generated only by
the relational
symbol U (1 e totally
m terms of the
predicate
u) This can be proved Impossible usmg
arguments analogous to [5]

IS

xx (Sat(Z))

=

Sat(C))

for no C’ beemg a set of full template

dependencies

and
sx(Sat(C)={sx(R)

R&at(C)}

The above result demonstrates how the complexity
of query processmg grows when we admit arbitrary
recursive Horn clauses m the context of mcomplete
mformatlon
Not only a first order translation
cannot
be constructed
here, but also no lteratlve
program
slmllar to the one computmg the least fixpomt queries
can be used as translation
when we mix mcomplete
mformatlon
with recursive rules Notlce that thrs could
be consldered a price for the incompleteness
of data
smce if the data IS complete and rules are recursive
such iterative
program
can be constructed
for any
query
We ~111 demonstrate now that the mtroductlon
of general disJunctive
mformatlon
leads to a similar
growth of complexity

Let now C* = ~:u(u(x,~,s,v)‘~(x,~,s,v,w))
The
latter formula IS an “Only If’ part of the defimtlon of
the view u which 1s defined m terms of projection and
can be independently
updated
We ~111 demonstrate
that the query Q = z~,~,~,,(P) does not have a least
fixpomt definable translation
First of all let us notlce that for any relation q
over the set of attrlbutes
X there exists a smallest q’
such that
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4 Query

Processing

with

Non

Horn

Clauses

that
dll
first
components
and
all
the
fourth
components of tuples m R are equal to the constant
d
Let
p(d,
x,,y,)v
p(d,
x,,y,)
be the longest
&Junction
which can be derived form our extension (
using intension rules) such that no shorter disjunction
can be obtamed Let the instance of W haa the form

Given the conJunctlve
query Q and the set of
formulas
C, If the resolution
tree 1s fimte then QC
always
exists and can be computed
as expressIon
correspondmg
to resolution
tree m a way described
before
This certamly does not depend on the syntax
of formulas from C , these formulas may as well not
be Horn
Clauses
However,
If additionally
to a
disJunctive
information
we allow also recumive rules
(possibly
making a resolution
tree mfimte)
then m
some cases it IS impossible
even to find a least
This IS
fixpomt
translation
of conjunctive
queries
obviously a consequence of the previous theorem which
demonstrated
a smular fact for more restrrcted class of
rules
Theorem

w=

There exists a non-horn
a query Q such that no
correspond to QC I
Let us then demonstrate

C = {4x1, x6) +

least
fixpomt
intensions

database IntensIon C and
least fixpomt
query ~111

a proper

example

P(X,, X2’ XJ ” P(X,,

p(u,x’,y”)
fl P(U’,X,Y’)AP(U”,X”,Y)
(wluch IS a template dependency)
be two formulas
h$!.

of the database

-

P(4

intension

Let
X5’

XJ’

and let

” Pbn,XnTY,)
of C depending

on

us choose R (extension

y2

c

Xn

y,

c

In the negative results of the paper we have
showed how quickly the complexity
of the queries grow
if we allow
both recursive
rules and mcompletely
specified data In particular we demonstrated that

Indeed, depending on the Size of instance of r a
number of &sJunctlon of the form p(tl) v p(t,) can be
If we transform
a conJunctlon
of these
produced
disjunction
to the DNF and apply our rule (carteslan
product) to each of the conJuncts of DNF and finally
transform
the formula back to CNF then we can get
arbitrary
long disJunctlons
Let

c

x2

In this paper we have demonstrated
a new
to query
processing
m the
alternative
approach
mcomplete
presence of view updates and generally
mformatlon
m a database
In the posltlve results of
the paper we have showed that conJunctlve queries can
be always translated to the first order form wh1c.h can
be directly evaluated over the database extension If the
database mtemuon 1s built from pseudorecurslve
rules
(which
contam possibly cychc mcluslon dependencies
and maJor nonrecursive
view defimtlons)
We have
described the translation
procedure m tlus case

P(X,Y,Z) A w(Y,z,v)}

can be produced as a consequence
the extension of the database

Yl

3

x9 Y))

be a query
We ~111 demonstrate that there 1s no
In
lfp operator which would compute QC for any DB
order to see tlus let us observe that an arbitrary
long
disjunction
of the form
P(u+,,Y,)v

x1

2

It IS easy to see that Q(d,c), which 1s the loglcal
consequence of this database, depends on no less than
n tuples m the Instance of W (n-tuples m W are
necessary to derive Q(d,c))
We can make n arbitrary
large such that a derivation
of even one single tuple m
Q depended on the arbitrary
large number of tuples of
database extension
and could not be done m any
number of nsmaIler” steps
Since m derivation
of lfp
query each step (iteration)
depends on some fixed,
bounded number of tuples, our hypothetic
translation
Intuitively
of Q cannot be expressed by Ifp query
speaking
m our case each hypothetic
step of the
computation
of the answer for the query may have to
take under consideration
arbitrary
large (even the
whole database)
number of tuples (for example the
whole extension of the relation W)

3

ConJunctive
queries
are
not
translatable
modulo Non-Horn database

Q(x,v) =

1

(in)
definable
functions

ProJectIon queries are not even least fixpoint
for arbitrary
n-Horn
clauses with skolem
when n13

(iv) ConJunctMe
queries are not least iixpomt
definable m nonhorn database mtenslons The last WBS
demonstrated
by showmg that there are the cases m

of r) m such a way
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v.hlch ne cannot express the queries as lteratlvc
loops
mslde which some fimtary
(dependmg on the small
number
of tuples)
computation
takes place
The
sltuatlon
becomes therefore much more complex than
m the analogous recursive case for complete data
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